I have made the case previously that soil science will have to be a key component if we want to achieve these goals by being ready to partner and collaborate with our colleagues in related disciplines and by being increasingly engaged with the public and policymakers. Many of these elements were included in our recent strategic plan and are a continuation of priorities developed by past leadership. My own goals aligned with the ongoing activities of both building internal capacity within the Society and expanding external relationships outside our soils profession.
Progress Made this Year
Let me review the most important progress made to date and conclude with future opportunities and challenges. Much discussion in 2014 has been on developing a membership dues structure with the goal of increasing and diversifying our membership as well as cultivating our own identity in the earth and environmental sciences community; and to do so while maintaining our strong partnerships with ASA and CSSA. We have agreed to go ahead our SSSA News Flash. No dues has been made, in unknown budgetary im need to further explore sister Societies.
This year, we agreed student voting member As the Society is growing and much of th from graduate students, we seek to increa student members and have them be part Society and the decision-making process. ning for a sustainable future, we agreed t Challenges. The Science Policy Office is s member survey, asking you all to identify areas as well as soliciting your input on t soils-related research funding. I ask that y to complete this survey 1 as this informati in our communications with federal resea to develop our soil science advocacy state Many efforts this year have been on ex fessional relationships with related scienc in the U.S. as well as internationally. We n randa of understanding (MOUs) with AG and this has led to new initiatives of joint supporting of workshops and joint sessio meetings. This past year, we organized tw ful topical conferences, one on "Innovatio Onsite Wastewater Treatment" and anoth in Restoring Ecosystem Services" that we with other organizations, such as ESA. In planning more focused conferences like t conference this May on "Global Soil Secu
With our staff, we traveled to meeting 
